Plate Tectonics: too weak to build mountains
For this discussion, the assumptions and ideas of plate tectonics are used unchallenged to show their
internal problems regarding mountain building (orogeny). Quotes are from professional journals.
What drives the plates?
Study of the motions of plates is called kinematics, while study of the driving forces is called
dynamics. "A key to the simplicity of plate tectonics is that the strength of lithospheric plates enables the
analysis of their kinematics to be isolated and treated separately from the dynamic processes controlling
plate motions; relative velocities of plates can be analysed without reference to the forces that give rise
to them"34.
Around the end of the first decade of dominance by plate tectonics, in 1975, the situation was described
this way: "In recent years, the kinematics of continental drift and sea-floor spreading have been
successfully described by the theory of plate tectonics. However, rather little is known about the driving
mechanisms of plate tectonics, although various types of forces have been suggested" 14. Seven years
later, in 1982, the assessment was: "At the present time the geometry of plate movements is largely
understood, but the driving mechanism of plate tectonics remains elusive"3. By 1995 we find that: "In
spite of all the mysteries this picture of moving tectonic plates has solved, it has a central, unsolved
mystery of its own: What drives the plates in the first place? '[That] has got to be one of the more
fundamental problems in plate tectonics,' notes geodynamicist Richard O'Connell of Harvard
University. 'It's interesting it has stayed around so long' "25. In 2002 it could be said that: "Although the
concept of plates moving on Earth's surface is universally accepted, it is less clear which forces cause
that motion. Understanding the mechanism of plate tectonics is one of the most important problems in
the geosciences"8. A 2004 paper noted that "considerable debate remains about the driving forces of the
tectonic plates and their relative contribution"40. "Alfred Wegener's theory of continental drift died in
1926, primarily because no one could suggest an acceptable driving mechanism. In an ironical twist,
continental drift (now generalized to plate tectonics) is almost universally accepted, but we still do not
understand the driving mechanism in anything other than the most general terms" 2.
The problem has always been that it is hard to discern what is going on deep in the Earth, motion is
almost imperceptably slow, and different combinations of forces, perhaps varying over time, could apply
to particular areas. "When the concepts of convection and plate tectonics were first developing, many
thought of mantle convection as a process heated from below, which in turn exerts driving tractions on
the base of a relatively stagnant 'crust' (later, 'lithosphere') to cause continental drift. In the early 1970s,
more sophisticated understanding of convection led to the opposite view. It was realized that only a
fraction of the Earth's heat flow originates in the core, while most results from radioactivity and/or secular
cooling of the mantle. Computer models showed that internally heated (and/or surface cooled) systems
have no upwelling sheets or plumes and that all concentrated flow originates in the upper cold boundary
layer, which stirs the interior as it sinks. Thus it became natural to regard plates of lithosphere as driving
themselves and, incidentally, stirring the rest of the mantle"5. Some researchers make the point
emphatically: "convection does not drive plates." Upper mantle convection is a product, not a cause, of
plate motions20. Thus the location and orientation of a sinking slab is the best indicator of which way
upper mantle flows.

"The advent of plate tectonics made the classical mantle convection hypothesis even more
untenable. For instance, the supposition that mid-oceanic ridges are the site of upwelling and trenches
are that of sinking of the large scale convective flow cannot be valid, because it is now established that
actively spreading, oceanic ridges migrate and often collide with trenches" 14. "Another difficulty is that if
this is currently the main mechanism, the major convection cells would have to have about half the width
of the large oceans, with a pattern of motion that would have to be more or less constant over very large
areas under the lithosphere. This would fail to explain the relative motion of plates with irregularly
shaped margins at the Mid-Atlantic ridge and Carlsberg ridge, and the motion of small plates, such as the
Caribbean and the Philippine plates"19.
Even so, an advocate for basal traction wrote that "debate over the driving mechanism of plate tectonics
has continued since the early 1970s, with increasing sophistication but still no general solution. There
has long been a preference for top-down, density-driven slab pull as the dominant driver of plate
tectonics. Sometimes this is simply stated as a fact".1 "One of the most uncomfortable contradictions in
current plate tectonic theory [is] the protracted collision between India and Asia. That the two continents
should collide by subduction of the intervening ocean is reasonable; that India should continue to drive
northward into Asia for some 38 million years after the collision is not."3 In fact, "the protracted
continental collisions in the Alps, Zagros, and Himalayas, which have continued to deform continental
crust since the early or middle Cenozoic, are therefore anomalies in standard plate tectonic theory." 1 "In
plate tectonic theory, collision between two continents should quickly terminate because of continental
buoyancy."1 "Buoyancy considerations predict that shortly after such a continent-continent collision, a
new subduction zone should form"3. "This has not occurred, and of the apparently important driving
mechanisms for plate tectonics... slab pull clearly cannot be forcing India deep into Asia, and ridge push
is generally thought to be too weak to accomplish such a task. The problem is resolved, however, if the
two continents are being pushed together by drag due to a pair of converging lower mantle convection
cells."3 "These protracted continental collisions are better explained by horizontal traction of the mantle
on the base of deep continental roots."1
The available options
Of the possible driving forces, a consensus has developed "that the dominant forces might operate either
(1) from the side by 'slab pull' by the subducting plates (slabs) and 'ridge push' from mid-ocean ridges or
(2) from below by mantle convection"8. "It is a simple matter to ascribe the driving force to gravity
causing plates to slide downhill from mid-ocean ridges and pulling them into the asthenosphere at
subduction zones, but it is a rare fluid dynamicist who would contend that these processes are
understood"34. Ridge push has an additional meaning: the expansion of oceanic crust as it cools and
thickens for up to 90 million years32.
"Oceanic plates [are] underlain by the low-viscosity zone (LVZ) that might be 50-200 km thick and in
which the coefficient of viscosity is at least an order of magnitude less than that of the mantle in
general. Consequently, the possible coupling between a mantle convection cell and the overlying plate
[is] seen to be exceedingly improbable. In motoring terms, there [is] a 'slipping clutch' between the
engine and the drive shaft"38. "The continental and oceanic lithospheres may behave differently, as the
LVZ is less well defined, or even non-existent, below continents. Moreover, the continental lithosphere
may also have a relatively deep 'keel'. If such a keel exists beneath a continental lithosphere, and plate
motion is independent of mantle flow direction, then it is reasonable to infer that the basal force will resist

movement in plates containing a large proportion of continental material, more than in plates dominated
by oceanic lithosphere. Hence, one would expect plates with a high percentage of continental crust to
move relatively slowly. For current major plate geometries this expectation is generally
supported"38. "Over the past three decades there has been vigorous debate over how thick the
continents can be -- that is, the depth to which the rigid crust and upper mantle reach before meeting
convecting mantle that can flow and drive tectonic motion"24. The depths in question are 400 km versus
250 km. Recent work indicates "that continental roots do not extend much beyond a depth of 250
km"18. The observation that plates with the longest trench boundaries move the fastest points to the
importance of slab pull.38
"Under the continents, the depth of maximum radial anisotropy is shallow, lying just below the base of the
crust. A low-velocity zone also occurs under the continents, including in cratonic regions. The lowvelocity zone under the continents is not as pronounced as under the oceans, but it is a robust feature of
this and other models. The depth of the velocity minimum is typically about 150-200 km, somewhat
deeper than observed in the oceans."37
Numerical models compare a variety of factors. In some cases, forward basal drag by mantle flow is
indicated. "In the most plausible model, this forward drag acts only on continents, while oceanic
lithosphere experiences negligible basal shear tractions. Probably the dense descending slabs of
oceanic lithosphere not only pull the oceanic plates, but also stir the more viscous lower mantle, and this
in turn helps to drive the slower drift of continents"5.
How capable is each option?
In dynamics research, force is described in units of newtons per meter (N/m), pascals (Pa), and bars (b
or bar). For clarity, bars will be used here. Estimates of net force generated by each mechanism are
fairly consistent among researchers. For example,
Slab pull: 500 bars32, 450 bars ("subduction pull"7), 300 bars4
Ridge push: 200 bars27, 250 bars39, 250 bars7, 200-300 bars41, 200-400 bars32
Basal drag: 200 bars38, 200 bars3, 400 bars16
The force generated by a sinking slab would be much higher, but its net effect is greatly reduced
by various forms of resistance. This is especially so because the subduction trench retreats seaward
(rollback). A common "misconception is that subducting plates roll over stationary hinges and slide down
fixed slots"20, the way an escalator descends. A closer illustration would be a strip of paint peeling from a
ceiling, although there is also a small amount of forward sliding - the net slab pull. There is general
consensus for the net slab pull force listed above38. Laboratory experiments show that about 70% of the
sinking slab's force is used to drive rollback-induced mantle flow; roughly 15 to 30% is used to bend the
subducting plate at the trench; and 0 to 8% is used to overcome shear resistance between the slab and
the mantle. The experiments indicate only 8 to 12% of the force of the sinking slab pulls the attached
surface plate forward. Thus slab pull is about twice as large as the ridge push force40. We can avoid
uncertainties regarding slab pull by considering the case of the South American plate.

South America - a simple example
"The Andes are the world's second largest mountain belt." 26 "Dynamic analysis of the South American
plate is straightforward because of the relative simplicity of the plate's boundaries and the near absence
of slab-pull"39. That leaves ridge push and mantle flow coupled to the continent's base as the available
forces. "During the last 30 million years, [South America's absolute westward] velocity increased from
2.0 to 2.8 cm/year. South America is currently moving faster relative to the hot spots than at any time in
the last 80 million years"43. "The South American margin, despite a geologic history of more than 200
million years of continuous subduction, did not begin to grow high topography until ~35 million years
ago." "There is now a consensus that the thick crust and high topography in the Andes essentially
reflect... tectonic shortening, quite similar to collisional orogens" (mountains). "Maximum shortening
values of 250-300 km are sufficient to thicken the crust of the central Andes to its present state." 26
"Virtually all major mountain ranges in the world are a consequence of crustal shortening. To form
mountain ranges, in general, horizontal forces must be applied to masses of crust and mantle, to
lithospheric plates, to drive them together and to cause crustal shortening and crustal thickening" 36. "The
Andes shouldn't be there. Plate tectonics makes the world's great mountain ranges by slamming two
continents together, as Europe collided with Africa to make the Alps or India ran into Asia to make the
Himalayas. South America, however, is colliding with nothing more than the floor of the Pacific Ocean,
which is slipping beneath the continent into Earth's interior. Such encounters between continent and
ocean ordinarily throw up a few volcanoes, not a 7000-kilometer-long wall of mountains"25. A few
researchers think South America is colliding with "the viscous mantle rock hundreds of kilometers down
under the floor of the Pacific. Like a snub-nosed boat driven too fast for the strength of its hull, the
central South American coastline has crumpled under the pressure"25. But what is driving the boat? The
forward basal drag from trench suction just keeps the Pacific and Atlantic plates (including South
America) from separating.

The stress required for crustal shortening to build mountains has been calculated to be in a range from
1500 to 2500 bars12 up to 4000 to 6000 bars38, inferring the latter "from earthquake data and evaluation
of the stresses required to produce specific geological structures". In the case of South America, the
combination of ridge push and forward basal drag (by trench suction) could produce only 400 to 600 bars
of force, which is clearly insufficient to build the Andes. These forces are already engaged in moving the
entire plate westward! A researcher who acknowledged this failure was moved to suggest another
mechanism (gravity glide) that had been discarded many years ago38 (and is still out of favor). At
present, plate tectonics is too weak to provide the force needed to build the Andes of South America.
North America - a similar story
The mountains of western North America resemble other mountains formed by collision such as the
Himalayas. The Rocky Mountains are considered to have formed during the Laramide orogeny from 80
to 45 million years ago, in the latter half of the 180 million year long separation of North America from
Africa. Yet western North America "lacks a 'collider',"31 something to push against that could cause
crustal shortening. Uplift is generally thought to have resulted from friction with the Farallon plate.
Like South America, there is no subducting slab attached to the North American plate to pull on it. The
Farallon plate/slab is an eastward extension of the Pacific plate, and now is mostly beneath North
America. It is unusual because of the very shallow descent angle attributed to it. In a study of best-fit
models, researchers found that the Farallon slab, which extends from the west coast of North America to
the east under the continent, dropped passively and was overridden about 1500 km by the North
American plate. This indicates "that beneath North America no major drift of the lower mantle has
occurred."22

Farallon plate remnants in cutaway

"Our modelling suggests that North America is strongly coupled to Earth's interior only at the cratonic
root [in the large Canadian Shield around and under Hudson Bay], and the NE direction of root drag
implies that mantle beneath North America moves at a relatively low speed compared to the SW motion
of North America." For the best-fit models, cratonic root basal traction is 40-50 bar going NE-NNE,

affecting about 5% of the North American plate area. This "tends to counteract ridge push." "Ridge push
is the single most important load acting on the North American plate." 22

Another study estimates the ridge-push force on North America at about 200 bars, and that the total
basal forces "are of the same order as ridge push." They believe the basal force is driving the plate
forward, not resisting.6 While the direction of basal flow has long been disputed, 7,8,29,42 even the bestcase scenario (200 bars ridge push + 200 bars basal drive = 400 bars) is obviously inadequate to raise
the vast mountain ranges of western North America.
Two researchers using a global dynamic model to better understand the driving mechanisms of plate
tectonics said of basal traction: “if mantle flow is leading plate motion, tractions are driving; if mantle flow
is trailing the plate, then tractions are resistive. Tractions are driving in areas like the Nazca plate [the
subducting oceanic plate next to central South America], [and] eastern North America”. “On the other
hand, in western North America, [and] the northern part of South America… tractions are resistive”.
“This is an important conclusion of our study that addresses the hugely controversial issue of whether
mantle tractions are driving or resistive.”15

Tibetan Plateau - where's the driving force?
"The Tibetan Plateau, which formed as a result of the collision between India and Eurasia, has the
largest gravitational potential energy (GPE) signal on Earth." "There is no apparent downgoing slab
attached to the Indian plate that might assist in driving the plate into Eurasia through the slab pull
mechanism. Because the plate is surrounded along its entire southern margin by mid-oceanic ridges,
the motion of the Indian plate has been attributed to the ridge push force." "However, the ridge push... is
not sufficient."17 A 3-dimensional compensated model studied the forces in the region. "The magnitude
of stresses associated with GPE differences between Tibet and low-elevation regions in our
compensated model is ~2.5 x 1012 N/m, while the mid-oceanic ridges exert a force of only ~1 x 1012
N/m."17 These force per unit-distance numbers show that the force from ridge push needed to just hold
up the Tibetan Plateau, not to raise it in the first place, is about 2.5 times too small. "It is clear that
something is missing as a driving force that does not have its source within the lithospheric shell." 17
Other studies find GPE differences between the Tibetan Plateau and surrounding lowlands at 6 to 7 x
1012 N/m 17 or 7.5 to 8 x 1012 N/m 23, and ridge push at 2.4 x 1012 N/m 46. Results from one study
determined that around the Tibetan Plateau, a large portion of the lithosphere's strength is in the upper
crust, and that a force as high as 1000 to 3000 bars was needed to deform it. 13
Let's look at the situation more closely. "Almost all earthquakes on the continents are confined within a
crustal layer that varies in thickness from about 10 to 40 km, and are not in the mantle." "The mantle
part of the continental lithosphere is relatively weak." "Thus the strength of the continental lithosphere is
likely to be contained within the seismogenic layer, variations in the thickness of this strong layer
determining the heights of the mountain ranges it can support." 30

A team of researchers wrote in 2000, "for almost 20 years the popular view of continental strength
profiles has consisted of a weak lower crust sandwiched between relatively strong layers in the upper
crust and mantle. We now believe this view to be incorrect. Earthquake focal depths and gravity
anomalies instead suggest that the strength of the continents resides in the seismogenic layer within the
crust, and that the continental mantle lithosphere is relatively weak."30
"Moderate-sized earthquakes showing thrust faulting on gently dipping planes in the Himalaya occur at
depths of about 15 km, and apparently not deeper than about 18 km." "Earthquakes in continental crust
seem to be confined to depths where the temperature is less than 350 degrees to 450 degrees C." "If
moderate earthquakes occur at depths no greater than 18 km in the Himalaya because temperatures
exceed 350 degrees C along the fault at that depth, then shear stresses of nearly 100 MPa [1000 bars]
are necessary to raise the temperature to such a value at that depth." 35
Also, to get enough heat for melting the granitoid magmas found near the Main Central Thrust of the
Himalayas, "calculations of temperatures appropriate for the Himalaya suggest that shear stresses of
100 MPa [1000 bars] on the Main Central Thrust probably are required to account for the Tertiary
granites of the region, if melting took place after slip began on the thrust." 35
"The forces driving mountain building must do work against two opposing forces. One might be called
mechanical strength, for the stronger the material, the greater the stress needed to deform it." "The
forces driving continental plates or blocks together to form mountain ranges must also do work against
gravity."36
"Relatively little is known about the absolute strength of the lithosphere and how such strength is
distributed with depth." "The oceanic ridges are features with an excess potential energy... of about 1.2 x
1012 N/m." "Estimates of the upper-crustal strength inferred from stress measurements in the KTB
(Continental Deepbore Drilling Program) wellhole in Germany show that the cumulative force needed to
deform crustal material is in the range of 2 to 5 x 1012 N/m."10 If the ridge push force equates to about
200 bars, then crustal deformation alone requires from 330 to 830 bars.
The formation of both mountain ranges and crustal roots creates gravitational potential energy.
Moreover, part of this energy increases as the square of the mean elevation, or of the excess thickness
of crust in the root. Consequently, as mountain ranges and high plateaus are elevated and the crust is
thickened, an increasingly larger amount of work must be done for each subsequent increment of
uplift."36
"Because of the increasing amount of work that must be done against gravity acting on an increasingly
higher [mountain] range, the range should reach a maximum mean elevation related to the force at which
the plates are pushed together. In this sense, the mean elevations of high plateaus serve as crude
pressure gauges for the average compressive stresses pushing on the margins of the plateaus. When
the maximum elevations are reached, crustal shortening need not cease; convergence can continue as
the range builds outward, growing laterally into a high plateau." 36
These investigators calculate the required horizontal force to maintain the current elevations to be 690
bars x 100 km depth for Tibet, and 520 bars x 100 km depth for the Andes. "By writing in these units of

bars x kilometers, we can visualize these forces per unit length as average horizontal compressive
stresses applied to layers of a given thickness. Clearly, changing the value of this thickness requires a
proportional change in the average horizontal stress." 36 So confining the stress to the crust, as seems
appropriate, changes the force to 1725 bars x 40 km depth for Tibet, and 1300 bars x 40 km depth for
the Andes. Using this same estimate, another researcher determined that the "force needed to support
Tibet" is "equivalent to average deviatoric stresses of ~120 MPa [1200 bars] if contained within the 40 km
elastic layer".30
In 1982, several investigators contemplated the force needed to hold up the Himalayas, using
atmospheres (atm) as a measure of pressure. An atm and a bar are almost equivalent. "We considered
a model in which the only driving forces are the pulling force of a subducting plate and the pushing force
of an oceanic ridge. In that model the stress... operating in a collision boundary was estimated being of
the order of 100 atm. However, the Himalayas cannot be held up by such a small stress." They
calculated "a value of over 600 atm". "Note, however, that this estimate of 600 atm represents the
minimum necessary amount to hold up the Himalayas and Tibet, and is derived by considering these as
if they were a tank of water. Thus, within an actual solid body there will probably be much larger
stresses."33
As the above discussion illustrates, the force needed to deform the crust and raise the Himalayas far
exceed the capability of plate tectonics mechanisms.
Is basal drag the answer?
"Oceanic plates came to be seen as the cold thermal boundary layer of a convection system that is
cooled from above, so that their sinking does most of the work. Therefore, it became common to regard
plates of lithosphere as 'driving themselves' by sliding down a topographic gradient and, incidentally,
stirring the rest of the mantle. A number of classic models of the driving forces on plates either assumed
or concluded that basal drag always resists plate motion. Some more recent work has suggested a
synthesis, in which global mantle convection primarily driven by sinking oceanic slabs can exert either
driving or resisting tractions on the bases of particular plates."4
Those who see basal drag as a driving force realize that "the shear stress at the base of the plate is
probably small per unit area". "Nevertheless, considering the size of the lithospheric plates, the
cumulative stresses exerted on the base of a plate by the convecting asthenosphere could potentially be
very large."47
On one hand, "we conclude that it is not possible to explain plate motions without considering the
coupling of the surface plates to deeper convection. Second, our inferred basal strength torques are
generally 'forward.' Among the 10 subducting plates, we find that eight have their basal strength forces
directed toward the trench. For several large nonsubducting plates (Eurasia, North America, South
America, Somalia, Arabia), basal shear tractions are either parallel or oblique (but not opposed) to the
directions of 'absolute' plate velocities.4
On the other hand, a study of the western U.S. found "that seismic anisotropy in the upper mantle and
crust are largely uncorrelated". "The observed disagreement between the strength, geometry and
geological coherence of anisotropy in the crust and uppermost mantle across much of the western US

presents prima facie evidence against a model of simple mechanical coupling between these layers,
which has been suggested for regions of thicker lithosphere."28
Whether it is seen as a driving force or a resisting force, there seems to be consensus on the power of
basal drag. "Horizontal traction magnitudes are relatively small (1-3 MPa), but they integrate horizontally
to provide significant depth-integrated horizontal deviatoric stress magnitudes within the
lithosphere. Successful models require that tractions associated with density-buoyancy driven mantle
convection contribute about 50 per cent of the total".21
"We find mean basal shear tractions of no more than 1 MPa for the six largest slabless plates: Africa 0.2
MPa; Antarctica 0.1 MPa; North America 0.6 MPa; Eurasia 1.0 MPa; South America 1.0 MPa; Somalia
0.9 MPa ".4 These values are integrated over the area of the plate.
"If thermal or compositional differences can be invoked to make the asthenosphere more viscous under
continents, then it is dynamically reasonable for slow-moving continents to be driven from below". "The
amount of forward basal drag on continents required in this hypothesis is quite modest." In the preferred
model, "they are only 0.5-1.0 MPa in most places." "A basal traction of 0.5 MPa acting across a
continent of 4000-km width produces a change of 2 x 1012 N/m [200 bar] in the vertical integral of
horizontal compressive stress from one side to the other, an amount comparable to most estimates of
ridge push."5
An estimate of "the force acting on the base of the stable portion of North America is of the same order of
magnitude as ridge push from the North Atlantic."8
"Our preferred models are those in which horizontal tractions and GPE [gravitational potential energy]
differences contribute approximately equally to the deviatoric stress field. These models involve a weak
asthenosphere of 1019 Pa-s, horizontal traction magnitudes of 1 - 2.5 MPa, and vertically integrated
compressional deviatoric stress magnitudes ranging between 1 - 4 x 1012 N/m [100 to 400 bar]". "We find
that the stresses induced by the horizontal tractions arising from deep mantle convection contribute
approximately 50% of the magnitude of the Earth's deviatoric lithospheric stress field." 16
Clearly, basal drag is not the solution to Plate Tectonics' problem in generating enough force to build
mountains.
Slab pull
The slab pull force deserves special consideration because it is central to plate tectonics theory. Here
are excerpts from a 50 page review of slab pull and subduction.11
"Most of the literature indicates that the slab pull is about 3.3 x 10 13 N/m. This is a force per unit-length
parallel to the trench." It is probably not enough force to compress lithosphere and raise mountains.
[paraphrased from original text, p. 156]

"The subduction process is more a passive feature rather than being a driving mechanism of plate
motions." Most dipping slabs are being compressed at depths typically shallower than 300 km, indicating
slabs forced to sink rather than falling away.
"Some plates... move without any slab pulling them, for example the westward movements of North
America, Africa, and South America. Trench suction has been proposed to explain these movements,
but beneath both North and South America the mantle is moving relatively eastward, opposite to the
kinematics required by the trench suction model." "The African plate moves westward without any slab
in its western side. Moreover, it moves opposite to a hypothetical Atlantic ridge push."
"The energy required to pull the plates is far higher than the strength that plates can withstand under
extension." The subducted slab is likely able to sustain the load induced by slab pull, but this load
probably cannot be transmitted to the rest of the plate without breaking it apart.
"The slab pull concept is based on the hypothesis of a homogeneous composition of the upper mantle,
with the lithosphere sinking only because it is cooler. However, the oceanic lithosphere is frozen shallow
asthenosphere, previously depleted beneath a mid-oceanic ridge. Depleted asthenosphere is lighter than
the 'normal' deeper undepleted asthenosphere. Therefore the assumption that the lithosphere is heavier
only because it is cooler might not be entirely true, and the slab pull could be overestimated."
"Within a slab, eclogitization [(transforming to eclogite under increased pressure and temperature)] is
assumed to make the lithosphere denser. However, eclogitization is concentrated in the 6-8 km thick
oceanic crust, whereas the remaining 60-80 km-thick lithospheric mantle does not undergo the same
transformation. Therefore only 1/10 of the slab is apparently increasing in density, but the main mass of
the slab (90%) does not change significantly." "Nevertheless, this type of metamorphic transition is often
assumed to be able to determine the slab pull." The small density contrast between subducting crust
and mantle casts doubt on the effectiveness of slab pull.

Tomographic images of earth's interior are often used to show subduction. However, "low velocity
volumes of the mantle detected by tomography can be due to lateral variations in composition rather than
in temperature, i.e., they can be even higher density areas rather than hotter, lighter buoyant material as
so far interpreted." "As extreme examples, gold or lead have high density but low seismic
velocity. Therefore the interpretation of tomographic images of the mantle where the red (lower velocity)
areas are assumed as lighter and hotter rocks can simply be wrong, i.e., they may even be cooler and
denser. With the same reasoning, blue (higher velocity) areas, which are assumed as denser and cooler
rocks may even be warmer and lighter." Sometimes pieces are assumed to have detached from slabs
and fallen away, and appear as blobs on tomographic images. "Tomographic images are based on
velocity models that often overestimate the velocity of the asthenosphere where usually the detachment
is modeled. Therefore the detachment disappears when using slower velocity for the asthenosphere in
the reference velocity model, or when generating regional tomographic images with better accuracy."
"If oceanic lithosphere is heavier than the underlying mantle, why are there no blobs of lithospheric
mantle falling in the upper mantle below the western, older side of the Pacific plate?" Slab dip has been
thought to be related to its age, as in "the western Pacific subduction zones because the subducting
western Pacific oceanic lithosphere is older, cooler and therefore denser. However, the real dip of the
slabs worldwide down to depths of 250 km shows no relation with the age of the downgoing lithosphere."
We are supposed to believe that "the 700 km-long West Pacific slab... should pull and carry the 10,000
km-wide Pacific plate, 33 times bigger, overcoming the shear resistance at the plate base and the

opposing basal drag induced by the relative eastward mantle flow."
"The negative buoyancy [(dense enough to sink)] of slabs should determine the pull of plates, but it has
been shown that the dip of the subduction zones is not correlated with the age and the thermal state of
the downgoing plates." "In fact there are slabs where, moving along strike, the age of the downgoing
lithosphere varies, but the dip remains the same, or vice versa, the age remains constant while the dip
varies (Philippines). There are cases where the age decreases and the dip increases (Western
Indonesia), and other subduction zones where the age increases and the dip decreases
(Sandwich). This shows that there is not a first order relationship between slab dip and lithospheric age."
Finally, no matter how it is computed, "results do not support a correlation between slab length
percentage (length of the trench compared to the length of the whole boundary around the plate) and
plate velocity."
"This long list casts doubts on the possibility that slab pull can actually trigger subduction... and drive
plate motions."
Why should the lithosphere start to subduct at all? "Hydrated and serpentinized oceanic lithosphere that
has not yet been metamorphosed by the subduction process... is still less dense." Slab pull has been
calculated to become potentially efficient only at a certain depth, around 180 km. Shallower than that,
how is subduction initiated?
This raises a basic problem for plate tectonics theory
"Why convection in Earth's mantle gives rise to plate tectonics is not obvious. The top thermal boundary
layer is supposed to be very stiff because the viscosity of silicate rocks is strongly temperaturedependent. This temperature dependency is so strong that so-called stagnant lid convection should be
the most likely mode of mantle convection; the entire surface should be covered by just one single
plate, not by a number of rigid plates." "What is needed for the self-consistent generation of plate
tectonics is... a mechanism to initiate subduction." Consider moderate-age oceanic lithosphere, say 100
million years old. Even at a "depth range of 10-45 km, oceanic lithosphere of this age is too stiff to be
deformed by any reasonable tectonic stress, resulting in a fatal bottleneck for the operation of plate
tectonics." "The currently available estimate suggests that yield strength for this 'semi-brittle' regime is
still on the order of 600-800 MPa [6000-8000 bars]." "It is known that the self-consistent numerical
modeling of plate tectonics (i.e., plate tectonics naturally arising from buoyancy distribution and given
rheology, not imposed by boundary conditions) is impossible with such high yield stress. In all previous
attempts to simulate plate tectonics in a self-consistent fashion, therefore mantle rheology is modified in
one way or another" to get the desired result.27 (Emphasis added)
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